Key
Module 1: Family & friends

1 2 dad 6 grandmother
3 mum 7 aunt
4 sister 8 cousin
5 grandfather 9 uncle

2 1 T 3 F 5 F 7 F 9 T
2 F 4 T 6 T 8 T 10 F

3 1 case 2 bag 3 cases 4 folder

4 blue, white, red, black, yellow, green

5 1 A 2 C 3 A

6 Suggested answers
Lucy is middle-aged. She’s got short wavy brown hair and brown eyes.
Mark is middle-aged. He’s got short brown hair. He’s got a moustache and he wears glasses.
Damian is young. He’s got short fair hair and blue eyes.
Herbert is old. He’s got grey hair and brown eyes. He’s also got a beard and a moustache.

7 1 b 3 a 5 b
2 b 4 c 6 c

8 1 red 3 white 5 yellow
2 green 4 blue 6 black

9 1 short 5 blond 9 dark
2 glasses 6 brown 10 happy
3 fair 7 husband
4 son 8 tall

10 Suggested answer
A: Who’s your favourite person?
B: My cousin, Suzie.
A: And can you describe Suzie to me?
B: She’s tall and she’s got fair hair.
A: And what kind of person is Suzie?
B: Suzie is friendly and funny.

Module 2: A way of life

1 1 b 2 c 3 a

2 1 butcher’s 4 bookshop
2 florist 5 newsagent’s
3 grocer’s 6 bakery

3 2 You can find a (police) helmet at a police station.
3 You can find a tractor in a field.
4 You can find a blackboard in a school.
5 You can find a fire engine at a fire station.

4 1 plays with his dog 3 watch television
2 cooks dinner 4 goes jogging

5 Ss’ own answers

6 a. 1 town 3 floors 5 many
2 houses 4 Bungalows

b. 1 book 4 flowers
2 shoes 5 vegetables
3 newspapers

7 5, 1

8 1 T 2 F 3 F 4 T
2 The bank is opposite the bookshop.
3 The post office is between the flower shop and the butcher’s.

9 1 C 2 A 3 B 4 B 5 A

10 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
11 1 Virginia 3 Lauren 5 Virginia
2 Lauren 4 Virginia 6 Lauren

12 1 b 3 a 5 c
2 b 4 a 6 c

13 1 on 3 behind
2 next to 4 under

14 1 quarter to eleven
2 quarter past four
3 twelve thirty
4 quarter to twelve
5 seven thirty
6 eight o’clock

15 She starts work at 6:30 in the morning. She works four ten-hour days a week. In her free time, she usually watches movies, collects items from movies and exercises. She loves being a zookeeper. She had always wanted to work with animals. For Virginia, being able to work with animals is a dream come true.

16 1 baker’s 4 opposite 7 between
2 next 5 there 8 cinema
3 bank 6 post office 9 right

17 1 breakfast 3 lunch 5 bed
2 drive 4 work

18 Suggested answers
2 A: Excuse me. Could you tell me where the police station is?
   B: Yes, it’s between the post office and the school.
3 A: Excuse me. Could you tell me where the hotel is?
   B: Yes, it’s at the end of the street, on the left.
4 A: Excuse me. Could you tell me where the supermarket is?
   B: Yes, it’s next to the bank.
5 A: Excuse me. Could you tell me where the post office is?
   B: Yes, it’s opposite the bookshop.

Module 3: Eat, drink & enjoy

1 starters: soup, salad
main courses: hamburger, pasta, steak & vegetables, pizza
desserts: milkshake, cake, biscuits
drinks: milkshake, coffee, orange juice, water

2 1 c 2 a 3 b

3 1 T-shirt 5 shirt 9 socks
2 skirt 6 tie 10 trainers
3 gloves 7 coat 11 sunglasses
4 boots 8 shorts 12 trousers

4 a. 1 c 3 b
   2 a 4 d

summer months: June, July, August
autumn months: September, October, November
winter months: December, January, February
spring months: March, April, May

b. 1 It is wet and raining.
   2 It is sunny and boiling hot.
   3 It is snowy.
   4 It is windy.

Suggested answers
The man in picture 1 probably feels upset.
The boy in picture 2 probably feels relaxed.
The children in picture 3 probably feel happy.
The man in picture 4 probably feels scared.

Ss’ own answers

5 1 b 2 c

6 1 d 2 i 3 f, h 4 a, d 5 k

7 1 c 2 d 3 e 4 b 5 a

8 1 b 2 c 3 a

9 1 b 2 c 3 a 4 c
10 1 b  3 a  5 a  
2 c  4 c  6 b  

11 Ss play the game as instructed.

12 a. 1 windy  3 rainy  
2 snowy  4 sunny  
b. 1 boiling hot  3 freezing cold  
2 chilly  

c. Suggested answers
A: What’s the weather like in Barcelona?  
B: It’s warm and windy.  
A: What’s the weather like in London?  
B: It’s chilly and rainy.  
A: What’s the weather like in New York City?  
B: It’s cool and sunny.  
A: What’s the weather like in Zurich?  
B: It’s cold and snowy.

13 a. winter clothes: boots, gloves, scarf  
summer clothes: swimsuit, T-shirt, shorts  

b. Ss’ own answers

14 a. 5 Certainly. What would you like to drink?  
1 Good evening, madam. Are you ready to order?  
7 Certainly. Thank you, madam.  
3 I’m sorry, madam. There’s no seafood pasta left.  
6 I’ll have a glass of sparkling mineral water, please.  
4 Oh, that’s a shame. I’ll have the roast beef then.  
2 Yes, I’d like the seafood pasta, please.  

b. 1 like  3 drink  5 small  
2 chips  4 have  

15 1 hat  3 scarf  5 gloves  7 boots  
2 head  4 neck  6 hands  8 feet  

16 Suggested answer
A: Good evening. Are you ready to order?  
B: Yes, I’d like the fish and chips, please.  
A: I’m sorry. There’s no fish and chips left.  
B: Oh, that’s a shame. I’ll have the club sandwich then.  
A: Certainly. What would you like to drink?  
B: I’ll have apple juice, please.  
A: Certainly. Thank you.

Module 4: All in the past

1 1 b  2 d  3 a  4 c  

2 2 reptile  3 fish  4 bird  
2 A crocodile is a reptile.  
3 A snapper is a fish.  
4 An owl is a bird.  

3 1 F  2 T  3 T  4 F  

4 B, C, A  
1 C  2 B  3 A  

5 snake  3 cows  5 rabbits  7 chickens  
2 crocodile  4 sheep  6 mice  8 parrots  
4 lizard  6 horses  8 ducks  10 owls  

6 1 T  2 F  3 T  4 F  5 F  

7 Suggested answers
There were only small houses in Bolton 100 years ago, but now there are blocks of flats as well.  
There weren’t any blocks of flats in Bolton 100 years ago, but there are blocks of flats now.  
There were fields in Bolton 100 years ago, but there aren’t any fields now.  
There weren’t any factories in Bolton 100 years ago, but there are factories now.

8 2 The Nothosaurus was a reptile. It had a long neck and short legs.
3 The Procoptodon was a mammal. It had a small head and small ears.
4 The Mixosaurus was a fish. It had small fins and a long tail.

9 A, B, D, F, G
1 used 4 were 7 wasn’t 10 is
2 wasn’t 5 are 8 were
3 is 6 is 9 were

10 Ss’ own answers

Module 5: Adventure

1 Suggested answers
2 A: Where is Heather going this Saturday?
   B: She’s going to the theatre to see a play.
3 A: Where is Travis going this Saturday?
   B: He’s going to the library to study for his exams.
4 A: Where are Alicia and Miranda going this Saturday?
   B: They’re going to the shopping centre to buy clothes.

2 Suggested answers
2 A: Are Akira and Nori going to go to a theme park at the weekend?
   B: No, they aren’t. They’re going to visit a Sea Life Centre.

3 A: Is Veronica going to go cycling at the weekend?
   B: No, she isn’t. She’s going to go bowling.

3 Ss’ own answers
4 1 B 3 A 5 E
   2 F 4 D 6 C
5 1 e 2 d 3 f 4 b 5 a 6 c
6 1 b 2 a 3 a
7 1 a 2 b 3 b 4 a 5 a
8 a. 1 d 2 c 3 a 4 b
    b. A 4 B 2 C 1 D 3
9 1 c 2 a 3 c 4 a 5 b
10 Ss play the game as instructed.
11 1 a 3 a 5 b
    2 b 4 b 6 a
12 1 about 5 Shall 9 must
    2 walk 6 ride 10 would
    3 see 7 top 11 sorts
    4 mustn’t 8 castle 12 must
13 Ss’ own answers
Module 1: Moments in life

1 2 A: What do you think a scientist’s job is like?
   B: I think a scientist’s job is interesting and demanding but also rewarding.
   A: What qualities do you think a scientist has got to have?
   B: I think a scientist needs to be intelligent and patient.

3 A: What do you think a graphic designer’s job is like?
   B: I think a graphic designer’s job is interesting.
   A: What qualities do you think a graphic designer has got to have?
   B: I think a graphic designer needs to be imaginative, creative and skilful.

4 A: What do you think a firefighter’s job is like?
   B: I think a firefighter’s job is dangerous and stressful but also rewarding.
   A: What qualities do you think a firefighter has got to have?
   B: I think a firefighter needs to be physically fit, brave and skilful.

5 A: What do you think a nurse’s job is like?
   B: I think a nurse’s job is tiring and demanding but also rewarding.
   A: What qualities do you think a nurse has got to have?
   B: I think a nurse needs to be caring, patient and reliable.

2 a. 2 She is playing tennis. (free-time activity)
3 He is swimming. (free-time activity)
4 She is mowing the lawn. (chore)
5 She is doing the washing up. (chore)
6 They are visiting a zoo. (free-time activity)

b. Suggested answer
   I never play tennis. I sometimes mow the lawn. I mow the lawn once a month. I often have lunch with my family. We have lunch together every day. I go dancing with my friends at weekends. I rarely go to the zoo. etc

3 2 In the past, women used to wear long dresses, but today they wear jeans.
3 In the past, rivers used to be clean, but today they are dirty.
4 In the past, the air used to be clean, but today it is polluted.

4 1 Jim 3 Scott
   2 Richard 4 Jim

5 Job: teacher, writer
   Starts work at: nine, eight
   Finishes work at: four, five
   Likes: going to restaurants, watching TV

6 1 a 2 a 3 b

7 1 make coffee 3 watch TV
   2 have orange juice 4 read a book

8 1 T 3 T 5 F 7 T
   2 F 4 T 6 F

   2 People used to travel on foot or by horse.
   5 Today men wear jackets.
   6 The air is polluted now.

9 1 A: … does Anne get up …
   B: … seven fifteen/quarter past seven

2 A: … is John cooking …
   B: … are coming …/… six thirty/half past six

3 A: … are you flying …
   B: … twenty past five/five twenty

4 A: … do you have …
   B: … always have …/… nine forty five/quarter to ten

10 Ss’ own answers

11 In the past, people used to travel by ship, but today they travel by plane.
In the past, people used to write letters, but today they send e-mails.
In the past, people didn’t use to have electricity, but today they do not have pure air.
12
1 b 2 b 3 a 4 b

13
1 How 3 went to 5 After
2 Where 4 do

14 Suggested answer
A: How was your holiday?
B: It was amazing!
A: How did you spend it?
B: I went to Italy with my best friend, Bob.
A: What did you do?
B: We went sightseeing, visited the Vatican museum and saw many famous landmarks.

Module 2: In a world of our own

1 2 c 3 a 4 b 5 d

2 A: Have you ever swum with dolphins?
B: Yes, I have.
A: What was it like?
B: It was exciting!

3 A: Have you ever visited a theme park?
B: Yes, I have.
A: What was it like?
B: It was fun!

4 A: Have you ever slept in a tent?
B: Yes, I have.
A: What was it like?
B: It was fun!

5 A: Have you ever eaten a watermelon?
B: Yes, I have.
A: What was it like?
B: It was delicious!

2 a. Suggested answers
1 Owls are large birds. They have got big bodies, long feathers and big tails.
2 Bears are large mammals. They are covered in thick fur and they have big, heavy bodies. They have also got short legs, short tails and sharp teeth and claws.
3 Rhinos are large mammals. They have got big, heavy bodies, short legs and horns.
4 Lions are large mammals. They have got big bodies, thick fur, manes, long tails, whiskers and sharp claws. They have also got sharp teeth and long tails.
5 Seals are large mammals. They have got big bodies, fins and flippers.
6 Sharks are fish. They have got long bodies, strong tails, scales, fins and sharp teeth.
7 Monkeys are small mammals. They have got small ears and thick fur.
8 Zebras are large mammals. They have got striped bodies, manes and short tails.
9 Giraffes are large mammals. They have got long legs, long necks and long tails.

b. Suggested answer
I think the rhino would be the strongest of these animals and the seal would be the most intelligent. The most dangerous animal might be the shark, the rhino or the lion. The quietest animal would probably be the owl or the giraffe and the noisiest would probably be the monkey or the seal. I think the seal would also be the most obedient of the animals and the strangest one to have as a pet would be the zebra or the shark.

3 1 b 2 c 3 a

4 a. 1 b 2 d 3 c 4 e 5 a

b. Suggested answer
I like it when it’s sunny. Sunny weather makes me feel cheerful and happy.
I like it when it’s snowy. Snowy weather makes me feel relaxed.
I don’t like it when it’s windy. Windy weather makes me feel scared.
I don’t like it when it’s cloudy. Cloudy weather makes me feel sad.

5 1 F 3 F 5 T
2 T 4 F 6 F

1 Rich visited Pleasurewood Hills.
3 You can get wet on the water ride.
4 Woody Bear has his photograph taken with children.
6 Rich had a burger, some chips and a Coke.
6 1 c 2 b 3 e 4 a
7 1 T 2 F 3 T 4 F 5 F
2 On Bonfire Night, people light big fires in their gardens.
4 Shrove Tuesday is in February.
5 On Shrove Tuesday people eat pancakes with lemon juice.
8 1 Seven 2 August 1st 3 Stratford-upon-Avon 4 Dover 5 8th 6 battles 7 Romans 8 hotels
9 Pet: dog, turtles
   Name: Kitty, Sparkles, Sam
   Description: thin, black, skinny, scales, green
10 1 A, C 2 B, D 3 B, D 4 C 5 D 6 E
11 1 F 2 T 3 T 4 F 5 F
   1 Some people travel by road.
   4 To take a plane, first go to the airport.
   5 They tell you your seat number when you check in.
12 Early morning: frosty
   Late morning: sunny and dry
   Temperature: -1°C in the morning
   Later in the day: 14°C by the afternoon
   Wind Force: 4
13 Suggested answer
   Rich says that Pleasurewood Hills is a huge theme park. There are lots of things that you can see and do there. For example, you can go on a train ride round the park. You can also race go-karts on a track. Finally, you can go on a water ride although you might get wet.
   The park mascot is called Woody Bear and you can get someone to take a photograph of him with you, if you like. If you get hungry when you are in the park, there are lots of different places where you can buy food. On the whole, Pleasurewood Hills is a wonderful place and Rich had a great time when he was there.
14 1 b 2 b 3 b 4 a
15 Ss' own answers
16 Ss play the game as instructed.
17 Ss' own answers
18 1 heard 2 going 3 got 4 living 5 moved 6 did 7 met 8 Are 9 finished 10 working 11 Listen 12 Call 13 Talk
19 1 be 2 late 3 Temperatures 4 from 5 to 6 feel 7 Lows 8 highs
20 Ss' own answers
21 Suggested answer
   Our international weather report this week starts off in Europe where most places are enjoying fairly good weather at the moment. For example, in Madrid tomorrow it will be sunny with high temperatures of 20°C. That’s 68°F. It will also be sunny in France although the temperatures there will be slightly lower. We expect there to be highs of 15°C in Nice and 10°C in Paris.
   Next we will move on to Asia where it is much hotter and also wetter. Both New Delhi and Singapore are expecting showers tomorrow, with high temperatures of 35°C and 33°C respectively. That’s 95°F and 91°F by the way. Finally, today we’ll have a quick look at North America where they are experiencing a cold spell at the moment. Tomorrow in Toronto it is
going to be cloudy with temperatures of just 3°C and in Chicago there might even be some snow, as temperatures there are not expected to get any higher than 2°C.

**Module 3: For dear life**

1 1 e (natural disaster) 4 d (accident)
2 c (accident) 5 a (accident)
3 f (accident) 6 b (natural disaster)

2 A man was reading a newspaper.
A man was holding a bag of bread.
A man and a woman were sitting in a café.
A man, a woman and a child were waiting for the bus.
A man was walking his dog.
A woman was speeding.
A boy was skateboarding.

3 Suggested answer
Rich was driving to work.
Rich realised he had been dreaming.
He was so tired that he fell asleep.
His car engine wasn’t working.
Rich was in the studio.
His phone wasn’t working.

7 1 If you want to lose weight, you should try eating healthier food.
3 You should avoid sweets and fatty foods.
2 You should eat more fruit and vegetables.
4 You should try to think about why you don’t have any friends.
6 The best thing you can do is to change your job.
5 Perhaps you ask too many questions.

8 1 This morning an earthquake struck a small village in Portugal. A lot of houses were destroyed and many people were trapped in debris from the collapsed buildings. Some people were injured and were taken to hospital, but no one was killed.
Suggested headline: Earthquake Strikes Village

2 Heavy rain has caused the River Ouse to burst its banks and flood the city of York. Three people drowned and many houses were washed away.
Suggested headline: City Under Water

3 A hurricane has swept the Golf Coast, leaving the coastline completely destroyed. The winds were so strong that they blew away many rooftops. Many buildings were destroyed and 20 people were seriously injured.
Suggested headline: Hurricane Hits Golf Coast

9 2 You must stay in bed.
3 You must see a dentist.
4 You must take some medicine.
5 You mustn’t eat so many sweets.
10 Suggested answers
1 You shouldn’t work so hard. If I were you, I would go and lie down for a bit.
2 You should have started it earlier. Why don’t you ask someone to help you?
3 Why don’t you go and call your friends to see what they are doing?
4 You should leave that work until later. Why don’t you take an aspirin?
5 If I were you, I would try and take out a loan.
6 You should try getting up earlier in the morning.
7 If I were you, I would try to get some exercise. You should probably go on a diet as well.

11 1 b 2 a 3 b 4 b

12 1 was coming 5 swerve
2 pulled out 6 smashed
3 oncoming 7 Stevenson
4 speeding 8 16 Bridge

13 1 study 3 really 5 were
2 better 4 Why

14 Suggested answer
A: Did you see the accident, madam?
B: Yes, I saw everything.
A: Could you tell me what happened, please?
B: Well, the bus was heading down the road when a car pulled out of the car park into the path of the oncoming bus.
A: I see. Was the bus speeding?
B: No, but to avoid the car, the bus driver had to swerve onto the other side of the road into the path of an oncoming lorry.
A: Oh dear. So what happened next?
B: Well, to avoid the lorry, he swerved again, but he lost control of the vehicle and crashed into a tree.
A: Right. Well, you’ve been very helpful, madam. Can I take your name, please?
B: Yes, it’s Helen Robertson.
A: And can you tell me your address, please, Ms Robertson?
B: It’s 17 Evermore Road, Bristol.
A: Thank you.

Module 4: Go for it!

1 2 some tomatoes 7 some melons
3 any cheese 8 some flour
4 some 9 a little
5 a little 10 any eggs
6 some 11 a few

2 a. Chris is wearing black shoes and beige trousers. He’s wearing a white short-sleeve shirt, a woolen waistcoat and a striped tie. Amanda is wearing a long black formal dress and black high-heeled shoes. Paul is wearing a white cap and a blue and white checked shirt. He’s also wearing red trousers and blue boots. Jill is wearing a floral dress. Sally is wearing a grey jacket and a patterned silk scarf. Mike is wearing a beige suit, a blue shirt and a patterned tie. Jenny is wearing a denim skirt and a beige top. Henry is wearing an orange shirt, a black belt and jeans.

b. Paul is probably dressed to go on an excursion. Amanda is probably dressed to go to a dinner party. Sally and Mike are probably dressed for work. Jenny and Jill are probably dressed to go for a walk. Mike, Sally and Amanda are all probably dressed to go to an expensive restaurant.

3 2 d 3 b 4 a 5 e

2 I think Mike would probably like boxing because he is strong and energetic.
3 I think Susan would probably like chess because she is quiet and enjoys a mental challenge.
4 I think Simon would probably like mountaineering because he is daring and adventurous.
5 I think Laura would probably like painting because she is sensitive and creative.

4 Ss’ own answers

5 a. 1 T 2 F 3 F 4 T 5 T
   2 Lots of people order their clothes from catalogues.
   3 People who buy from catalogues order their clothes on the phone.

b. 1 shirt 3 shorts
   2 jumper 4 suit

6 a daring, climbing
   b sensitive, painting
   c graceful, ice skating
   d intelligent, chess

   1 a 2 d 3 b 4 c

7 2 ✓

8 1 soup, chicken
   2 potato, fruit salad
   3 cheeseburger, french fries, cherry pie

9 Ss play the game as instructed.

10 1 b 2 b 3 b 4 a

11 1 book 4 luck 7 expecting
   2 check 5 available 8 Thanks
   3 table 6 have

12 1 start 4 grilled 7 have
   2 main 5 something 8 Certainly
   3 roast 6 glass

13 Suggested answer
   A: Hello, Mario’s. How may I help you?
   B: Hello. I’d like to book a table for three for Saturday night, please.
   A: Saturday night? Let me check our reservations, please. Right. Is that a table for two?

   B: For three.
   A: Oh yes! Right, you’re in luck. There is a table available at 8:00.
   B: 8:00 you say.
   A: Yes, that’s right, madam.
   B: OK. That’s fine.
   A: Can I have your name, please?
   B: Alyson Barrymore.
   B: Yes, that’s right.
   A: Fine Ms Barrymore. We’ll be expecting you at 8:00 on Saturday.
   B: Thanks very much.
   A: Goodbye.
   B: Goodbye.

Module 5: Incredible but true

1 Suggested answers

a. A: Where was Crystal Palace located?
   B: It was located in London. What was it made of?
   A: It was made of iron and glass. When was it completed?
   B: It was completed in 1851. Who was it designed by?
   A: It was designed by Sir Joseph Paxton. Why was it built?
   B: It was built to display the country’s achievements. How was it destroyed?
   A: It was destroyed by fire.

b. A: Where is Tower Bridge located?
   B: It is located in London. What is it made of?
   A: It is made of stone and steel. When was it completed?
   B: It was completed in 1894. Who was it designed by?
   A: It was designed by Sir Horace Jones and Sir John Wolfe-Barry. Why was it built?
   B: It was built to cross the River Thames.
### b. 1. Nelson’s 3. 55 metres  
2. Statue 4. stone  

c. 1. 30 minutes 2. steel 3. glass  

d. 1. 400 2. wood  

3. 1 c 2 b 3 a 4 a 5 c  

4. **Items to be ticked (✓):**  
   - changed the weather  
   - could make travellers lose they way  
   - knocked over things in people’s homes  

5. 1 d 2 a 3 c  

6. 1 F 3 F 5 T  
   2 T 4 T 6 F  
   - Part of the world’s coastline is being lost.  
   - People are the cause of the changes in the world’s climate.  
   - The ice in the Arctic and the Antarctic is melting.  

7. 1 d 2 b 3 c 4 a  

8. **a.** 1. f (wars)  
   2. a (animals dying out)  
   3. e (genetic engineering)  
   4. c (pollution)  
   5. b (overpopulation)  
   6. d (deforestation)  

b. I strongly believe that we should stop making weapons and live in harmony with each other.  
   I strongly believe that we should not cut down so many trees and preserve our rainforests.  
   I strongly believe that we shouldn’t change the genes of plants, animals or people because it’s dangerous.  
   I strongly believe that we should take the overpopulation problem seriously and find a way to deal with it.  
   I strongly believe that we should stop poisoning our water supply.  

9. 1 connected 4. fresh  
   2. destruction 5. species  
   3. natural 6. habitats  

10. **Suggested answer**  
   A: In my opinion, the most serious problems our planet is facing are the depletion of natural resources and the rising levels of pollution. As I see it, if we don’t all take notice of the seriousness of the problems, our planet will be in big trouble.  
   B: I agree. I strongly believe that every single one of us shares in the responsibility for the state of our planet. I think that we can all do more to limit pollution and save natural resources. Where there’s a will, there’s a way.  
   A: Definitely. You’ve got a point there. etc.
Module 1: People of the World

1 country life: pictures 1 and 4
city life: pictures 2 and 3

Suggested answer
A: I would choose to live in a place like in pictures 2 and 3. I like the hustle and bustle of a big city. There is never a dull moment!
B: I don’t like the constant noise of a big city. I would rather live in an isolated house like in picture 1. There is much less pollution and the air is fresh. I also like the community spirit of small towns. etc

2 2 A librarian is someone who does library work. Librarians need to be organised because they have to help people find books.
3 A waiter is someone who takes customers’ orders in a restaurant/café. Waiters need to be friendly in order to please customers.
4 A nurse is someone who looks after patients. Nurses need to be caring because they have to help sick people.
5 A security guard is someone who looks after buildings. Security guards need to be responsible in order to prevent theft.

3 Suggested answers
Interviewer:
What qualifications have you got?
Why did you apply for this job?
Are you fully-qualified?
Why do you want this post?
Would you like to work part-time or full-time?
Do you have a university degree?

Interviewee:
What is the salary?
What does this post involve?
Could I work part-time?
Do I have to work full-time?

4 Sheffield
Location: North of England
Population: 800,000

Roads: wide, busy
Transport: trams
Entertainment: department stores, museums, theatres, parks, cathedral

Southwold
Location: East coast of England
Permanent Population: 3,000
Summer Population: 6,000
Streets: narrow
Accommodation: houses, cottages
Entertainment: restaurants, cafés, beach

5 1 C 3 A 5 C
2 B 4 A 6 D

6 A. 1 parking 4 ticket 7 car
2 inspector 5 price 8 parks
3 patrol 6 machines 9 directions

B. 1 environmental 5 strategies
2 scientist 6 control
3 checking 7 environment
4 pollution

7 1 soldier 5 candles
2 scientist 6 artist
3 politician 7 13,500
4 ten 8 sculpture

8 1 of 6 almost 11 than
2 all 7 best 12 many
3 as 8 busier 13 best
4 which 9 as
5 not 10 highest

9 1 a 2 b 3 a 4 b 5 a

10 Suggested answer
Name: Tony
Job: mechanic
Before work: have breakfast, go jogging
At work: repair cars
After work: cook dinner, watch TV
Free time: play football, surf the net

Sam’s brother Tony is a mechanic. Before he goes to work, he has breakfast and goes
jogging. At work, he repairs cars. After work, he cooks dinner and watches TV. In his free time, he plays football and surfs the net.

11 Ss play the game as instructed.

12 Name: Robert
Surname: Elliot
Studies: computer programming
Experience: administration
Preferred working hours: mornings to early evenings

13 1 programming languages
2 computer games
3 youthful, ambitious
4 1,400
5 game section
6 Monday
7 9 o’clock

14 Suggested answer
Name: Lucy Garner
Qualifications: BA in English
Work Experience: teaching
Hobbies/Interests: playing guitar, reading

A: Hi. I’m Steven Blake, Head of the Educational Consultant Department. Take a seat, please. You must be Lucy Garner.
B: That’s right. It’s a pleasure meeting you.
A: Now, Lucy. What qualifications have you got?
B: I have a BA in English.
A: That’s good. What experience have you got?
B: I have some experience in teaching.
A: Wonderful. Why do you want to work for our company?
B: Because I think you are a very ambitious company.
A: I see. Well, do you have any questions you’d like to ask about the job?
B: Yes. What is the starting salary?
A: We offer a starting salary of £12,500.
B: That sounds fine. What are the working hours?

A: Nine to five, Monday to Friday. Does that suit you?
B: Yes, that’s great.
A: Good. Can you start on Monday?
B: Yes, of course. Thank you.

Module 2: The Blue Planet

1 a dirty parks/rivers c trees
b clean-up campaigns d bottle banks

Suggested answer
A: We can get our friends together and clean up the parks in our town. We can also ask the city council to put more rubbish bins in the parks to help keep them clean.
B: Yes, we can also plant trees to make them more attractive. etc

2 Suggested answers
You can adopt a stray animal so that it has a home.
You can help fundraise for your local environmental agency to help save endangered animals from extinction.

3 Ss’ own answers

4 a. 1 ozone layer 4 waste
2 oil spills 5 global warming
3 overfishing

b. 1 b 2 d 3 a 4 c

5 1 B 2 A, C, D 3 C, D 4 A 5 D

6 1 south west 4 lightweight
2 greenhouses 5 all over
3 plastic

7 1 T 3 T 5 T
2 F 4 F 6 F

2. They help children with a whole range of issues.
4. The celebrities that take part in the show do not get paid.
6 They use the interest from the money they get each year to run the charity.

8 1 become a volunteer  3 can’t  
   2 in an advertisement  4 fill in

9 Paris
   Capital of: France  
   Famous for: 3,000
   Sights:
   The Louvre – more than 30,000 works of art
   The Eiffel Tower – 1,700 steps to the top
   The Arc de Triomphe
   Shops: open late
   Entertainment: cafés, clubs, restaurants

10 1 c  2 b  3 a
1  west coast of Florida  3 Canada
2  Hong Kong

11 1 toxins  3 longest
2  pollutants  4 4,000

12 1 have been using
   2 has taken
   3 have been killing
   4 has passed, has started
   5 has been helping

13 1 have been
   2 has taken place
   3 has passed
   4 have been organising
   5 have been volunteering
   6 have been using
   7 have been recycling
   8 have, been taking care
   9 has started
   10 have increased

14 1 b  3 a  5 b  7 b
2 c  4 c  6 a  8 a

15 Up to now, we have destroyed 10% of the Amazon rainforest.
   Access to clean water for people in the
   Developing World has increased to 80% since the 1970s.
   The ozone layer has started to heal.
   2,000 species of Pacific Island birds have become extinct.

16 1 F   3 T   5 F
2 T   4 T   6 F
1 The Eden Project is a series of giant greenhouses.
5 The aim of the Eden Project is to show people that plants are brilliant and we need to look after them.
6 In a rainforest the weather is warm and humid.

17 1 may  2 double  3 22nd  4 forward

18 4 Um. Well. I’m afraid I’ll have to cancel.
   2 Hello. My name is Mike Giles. I booked a single room for three nights on the 22nd.
   6 Yes, I hope so. Thank you very much. Goodbye.
   5 Oh, that’s a shame! Thanks for letting us know. We hope to see you some other time.
   1 Dublin Hilton. How may I help you?
   3 Yes, Mr Giles. I found your booking. Can I help?

19 Ss’ own answers

20 Suggested answer
   A: London Park Hotel. How may I help you?
   B: Hello. I’d like to book a room, please.
   A: Certainly. Single, twin or double?
   B: A single room, please.
   A: Okay. When will you need the room and for how long?
   B: I’ll be arriving in London on the 15th and I’ll be staying for two nights.
   A: No problem. Can I have your name, please?
   B: It’s Samuel Jacobson.
A: Thank you, Mr Jacobson. We look forward to having you at the London Park Hotel.
B: Thank you. Goodbye.

Module 3: Moments in Life

1 At the butcher’s: meat, poultry, game, etc
At the baker’s: bread, biscuits, cakes, etc
At the greengrocer’s: fruit, vegetables, etc
At the newsagent’s: newspapers, books, magazines, etc

Suggested answer
A: I prefer shopping in big supermarkets because they often have fresher products. The service is faster, too, so it doesn’t take me as long to do my shopping.
B: Oh, I disagree. I don’t think the service is faster in big supermarkets. The queues are always much longer than in local shops because people buy so much more. Anyway, I like the friendly service I get in my local shops.
A: Yes, but in local shops you can’t use a credit card or write out a cheque. You have to pay in cash. Supermarkets are much more convenient because you don’t have to carry lots of money with you.

2 Ss’ own answers

3 1 T 2 T 3 F
3 In November, people celebrate Thanksgiving with turkey and pumpkin pie.

4 1 D 3 B 5 A
 2 E 4 C 6 D

5 1 British 3 1981 5 two
 2 car park 4 back

6 1 b 2 a 3 c 4 b 5 a

7 Ss’ own answers

8 a. 1 Are 3 fancy 5 hate
 2 Why 4 Horror

b. 1 How 3 tonight 5 go
 2 It’s 4 Why

c. 1 that 3 Listen 5 sorry
 2 hi 4 going

9 1 make 4 luck 7 expecting
 2 check 5 for 8 Thank
 3 table 6 was

10 a. 1 start 4 grilled 7 mineral
 2 main 5 anything 8 Sure
 3 roast 6 glass

b. 1 How’s 3 Can 5 Could
 2 bit 4 can 6 so

11 Suggested answers
a. A: Hello!
   B: Hi, Sarah, this is Nancy.
   A: Oh, hi, Nancy!
   B: Listen, are you busy on Saturday night?
      I’ve got two tickets for the theatre. Would you like to come?
   A: What a nice idea! I’d love to.

b. A: Hello, George, it’s Dave. Are you busy on Friday night?
   B: No, why? Got anything in mind?
   A: Well, how about going out for dinner?
      That new Indian restaurant has opened on the high street.
   B: That’s great. I’d love to.

c. A: Would you like to go and see that new horror film on Sunday afternoon? It’s on at the Odeon.
   B: Sorry, I’d love to, but I can’t. I have already got plans for Sunday afternoon.

12 Suggested answer
A: Sophia’s Restaurant. How can I help you?
B: Hello! I’d like to make a reservation for three for Saturday night, please.
A: Saturday night? Please hold while I check my reservations. Was that a table for two?
B: For three.
A: You’re in luck! We have a table for three at 8:00.
B: 8:00’s perfect!
A: And what’s your name?
B: Maria Estevez.
A: Is that E-S-T-E-V-E-Z?
B: Yes, that’s right.
A: OK, Ms Estevez. We’ll be expecting you at 8:00 on Saturday night.
B: Thank you very much.
B: Goodbye.

Module 4: Feel Good

1 fried: egg, fish, chicken, potato, rice
baked: fish, potato, chicken
grilled: fish, chicken
boiled: egg, fish, chicken, rice, potato

2 a. You need a golf club and a golf ball to play golf. Golf is played on a golf course.
You need a bowling ball and bowling pins to play bowling. Bowling is played in a bowling alley.
You need an ice hockey stick and a hockey puck to play hockey. Hockey is played on an ice rink.
b. Suggested answer
The most popular sport in my country is football. It is our national sport. You need a football and a pair of trainers or football boots to play it. You play football on a football pitch.

3 2 b 3 a 4 c

2 I think Sam would probably like chess because he’s a quiet person and he enjoys a good mental challenge.
3 I think Jack would probably like rock climbing because he’s adventurous and daring.

4 I think Larry would probably like painting because he’s quite sensitive and creative.

4 Ss’ own answers

5 1 b 2 a 3 b 4 a 5 b

6 1 b 2 a 3 c

7 a daring, rock climbing
b sensitive, instrument
c graceful, ice skating
d intelligent, chess

1 a 2 d 3 b 4 c

8 1 b 2 a 3 c

9 1 b 3 a 5 b 7 b
2 b 4 a 6 a

10 Surname: Palmer
Address: 47 Hammonds Walk
Payment: cheque
Facilities offered: swimming pool, squash courts
Gym membership: £16 a month
Full membership: £25 a month

11 1 T 2 F 3 T 4 F
2 He loves watching the game.
4 He thinks the English cricket team is not as good as the South African one.

12 1 1975 4 1924 7 Six
2 roof 5 Wales 8 fell off
3 sinking 6 broke

13 Ss’ own answers

14 1 b 3 c 5 a
2 a 4 b 6 c

15 1 I’m in the mood
2 That’s a good idea
3 How many have we got
4 That’s plenty
16 Suggested answer
A: Let’s make a pizza. I’m in the mood for some Italian food.
B: That’s a good idea. Do we need to go shopping?
A: Well, let’s see. We need some mushrooms. How many have we got?
B: We’ve got four mushrooms.
A: That’s plenty. And we need some flour, too.
B: Let’s see. We’ve got a whole bag of flour.
A: Good. What about cheese?
B: We’ve got half a kilo in the fridge.
A: OK, that’s great! And we also need some peppers. How many have we got?
B: Very few, I’m afraid. How many do we need?
A: Only two.
B: That’s alright, then. What else?
A: Well, we need some vegetable oil. How much have we got?
B: A whole bottle, actually.
A: Great! We only need a little bit. And we need a tin of tomatoes.
B: That’s alright. We’ve got those.
A: Great! We’ve got everything! Let’s get cooking!

Module 5: Modern Living
1 a. art gallery 3 orchestra 4 museum

Suggested answers
1 jugglers, fire performers, mime artists, etc
2 sculptures, statues, etc
3 violinists, musicians, classical music, instruments, etc
4 antiques, statues, artifacts, etc

I like listening to orchestras because the musicians are talented and classical music is very relaxing.

b. Suggested answers
A: Do you fancy going to the circus this weekend?
B: Yes. Why not?
A: Would you like to go to an art gallery on Sunday?
B: I’d love to, but I can’t. I’m working on Sunday. Why don’t we go on Friday instead?
A: Great idea!

2 a. Suggested answer
A: I think the most important invention is the mobile phone because it makes it easy to keep in touch with people wherever they are.
B: I disagree. I think the most important invention is the television because people can learn about events taking place all over the world.

b. Suggested answer
A: Technology has had a very positive influence on our lives. For example, the world has become a smaller place because now we can use the Internet and satellite technology to keep in touch with people all over the world.
B: I agree. Communication has been made much easier. Also, information can be spread all over the world on the Internet and via satellites.
A: Office work has become much faster, too, as these days, everyone uses computers in the workplace. People can do more creative jobs because they have computers to help them.
B: That’s true. Nowadays, machines do all the boring mechanised jobs, so people don’t have to do them anymore. Technology has also given us cheap means of entertainment. We can download music from the Internet, or watch programmes and films on TV.
A: Yes, technology has brought about advances in all aspects of life. Scientists
have found cures for diseases, because technology has enabled them to do more research. Life has been made much better for everyone.

3 Suggested answer

I think that the disadvantages of technology are that people have become less sociable. Now they can chat online and entertain themselves in the home. They do not bother to go out and meet people as much as they used to.

4 1 war, fighter
   2 art, sculptures
   3 orchestra, concert, classical, conductor
   A 2 B 3 C 1

5 1 juggler/fire performer 4 hat
   2 about four 5 £30-50
   3 about twenty minutes

6 1 actor 6 three hours
   2 living 7 shorter
   3 Norman 8 season
   4 still 9 most
   5 give him money

7 1 T 3 F 5 T
   2 F 4 T 6 T

8 1 15 2 dark 3 protested 4 noise

9 1 T 3 T 5 T 7 F
   2 F 4 F 6 T 8 F

10 2 What are you playing at the moment?
    3 What exactly do you have to do?
    4 How long can you keep the performance going for?
    5 How much money can you make?

11 Friday ✓
   Name: Luke Palmer
   No. of tickets: 2
   Amount per ticket: £30
   Total: £60

Credit card: ✓
   Card no.: 4580 3278 1302 3796
   Expiry date: 05/04
   Reference No.: 0601

12 1 are you free tonight?
   2 What have you got in mind
   3 Do you fancy going
   4 What’s on
   5 Can I phone you back
   6 can you let me know before five

13 Suggested answers

   B: Hi, Luke! How’s it going?
   A: Fine. Listen, are you free tonight?
   B: Um, I don’t know yet. What have you got in mind?
   A: Well, I was going to watch a horror film with Jude, but she can’t make it because she’s ill, so I’ve got an extra ticket. Do you fancy going?
   B: Ah, I don’t know. What’s on?
   A: Night of Horror with David Evans.
   B: Sounds good. I’ll have to make sure I’m not working late, though. Can I phone you back?
   A: Sure, but can you let me know before seven?
   B: I’ll try.
   A: OK. I’ll talk to you then.
   B: Ok then. Bye!
   B: Hi, Luke! How’s it going?
   A: Fine. Listen, are you free tonight?
   B: Um, I don’t know yet. What have you got in mind?
   A: Well, I was going to watch a play with Jude, but she can’t make it because she’s ill, so I’ve got an extra ticket. Do you fancy going?
   B: Ah, I don’t know. What’s on?
   A: Romeo and Juliet with Sarah Porter.
   B: Sounds good. I’ll have to make sure I’m not working late, though. Can I phone you back?
   A: Sure, but can you let me know before six?
   B: I’ll try.
   A: OK. I’ll talk to you then.
   B: OK then. Bye!

   B: Hi, Luke! How’s it going?
   A: Fine. Listen, are you free on Saturday?
   B: Um, I don’t know yet. What have you got in mind?
   A: Well, I was going to go and watch a football match with Jude, but she can’t make it because she’s ill, so I’ve got an extra ticket. Do you fancy going?
   B: Ah, I don’t know. What’s on?
   A: Sheffield United versus Manchester City.
   B: Sounds good. I’ll have to make sure I’m not working on Saturday, though. Can I phone you back?
   A: Sure, but can you let me know before Friday?
   B: I’ll try.
   A: OK. I’ll talk to you then.
   B: OK then. Bye!
Module 1: Our world

1 a. Suggested answers

1 Facial Features
Face: oval, round, square, etc
Eyes: almond-shaped, green, blue, big, etc
Nose: pointed, wide, small, etc
Mouth: wide, small, etc

2 General Appearance
Build: plump, slim, thin, medium build, etc
Hair: long, straight, curly, wavy, fair, short, brown, etc
Height: average height, tall, short, etc
Age: middle-aged, teens, early twenties, late thirties, etc

b. Ss’ own answers

2 a. Suggested answer
Technology has influenced our lives in many areas. In regards to space exploration, technological advances have made it possible for us to: launch a spaceship into space, walk on the moon, create space stations, shuttles and spacecrafts, etc. As far as education is concerned, technology has entered the classroom and has created many more educational resources for both students and teachers. Through Internet surfing and search engines students can do research and get the information they need for their projects faster and easier. Computers have also made distance learning possible. As far as the work field is concerned, due to technology, information access is now easier and communication has been made faster and more efficient through devices such as computers, mobile phones, fax machines, etc. In the field of medicine, technological advances have introduced X-rays, ultrasounds and other important medical equipment and have helped make operations more accurate.

b. Ss’ own answers

3 A deforestation       C poaching
B water pollution

Suggested answer
• fumes from factory chimneys without filters, car exhaust pipes, aerosols and pesticides cause air pollution
• oil slicks and factory waste cause water pollution
• habitat destruction causes endangered species to die out
• materialism and overconsumption cause rubbish overflow etc

4 Suggested answer
We can use alternative energy sources, such as wind and solar power, which do not cause pollution. We can recycle paper, plastic and aluminium to reduce waste, we can protect wildlife habitats, we can plant trees to produce more oxygen, etc.

5 Joanne
Age: twenties / Shape of face: oval / Hair: short brown / Other Features: small nose / Eyes: green

Matt
Age: twenty-seven / Shape of face: square / Hair: curly, fair / Other Features: small mouth / Eyes: blue

6 1 No, I don’t think I have.
   2 Hi, Phoebe.
   3 Great to meet you, Stuart.
   4 Thank you.

   1 Don’t believe I have.
   2 Yeah, me too. Good to meet you at last.

Dialogue 1 – A  Dialogue 2 – B

7 1 F  3 T  5 F
   2 F  4 F  6 T
8 1 London is one of the most crowded cities in Europe.
2 Kew Gardens is a protected park.
3 There are lots of tropical plants in the Palm House.
4 Scientists from other countries use Kew Gardens for research.
5 Plants in the Alpine House are kept cool with machines.
6 Kew Gardens teaches us how to protect the environment.

9 a. All three dialogues are concerned with environmental problems and pollution.

b. A recycling
   B collect rubbish and put it in bins
   C write a letter of complaint to the local council

10 1 how I could join
2 what happens then

11 a. filth (fumes/pollution) coming out of the exhaust pipe of the car

b. car driver – use smog mask
   cyclist – use lead free petrol

Ss’ own answers

12 1 seriously
2 asking
3 look
4 protecting
5 birds
6 maybe
7 different
8 mighty
9 all
10 ears

13 1 b
2 a
3 a

14 1 a
2 b
3 b
4 a

15 1 against
2 order
3 on
4 who
5 about
6 that
7 being
8 many
9 far/much
10 as

16 1 wireless
2 cables
3 operates
4 technology
5 card
6 receiver
7 Lightweight
8 cordless

17 1 centre
2 different
3 bananas
4 coconuts
5 mango
6 mountainsides
7 1762
8 50 metres

18 Suggested answer
A: Helen, have you met the team?
B: No, I haven’t.
A: Allow me to introduce you to Mrs Taylor, our boss.
B: Pleased to meet you, Mrs Taylor.
C: Pleased to meet you too, Helen.
A: And this is Sheila, our secretary.
B: Nice to meet you, Sheila.
D: And you.

19 Suggested answer
A: I think we need a boy of about 15 years old. He should be tall and have short straight brown hair and brown or green eyes.
B: How about Tom? He’s got short straight brown hair and green eyes …
A: Yes, but isn’t he a bit too short for the role? etc

20 Ss’ own answers

Module 2: Holidays & schooldays
1 1 Coliseum – Rome, Italy
2 Eiffel Tower – Paris, France
3 Statue of Liberty – New York, USA
4 Pyramid and Sphinx – Giza, Egypt
5 Parthenon – Athens, Greece
6 The Great Wall of China – China

Suggested answer
I would choose to go to Italy on holiday because it is such a beautiful country and there is so much to see and do there.
2 a. Suggested answers

Travel agent:
- Where would you like to go? What destination are you interested in?
- How many people is the booking for?
- How would you like to pay?
- Could I have your name/address/credit card number, please?
- Would you like to travel?
- How would you like to travel? etc

Customer (me):
- I’m interested in booking a package holiday to Egypt.
- Could you please tell me which methods of payment you accept?
- How much is a return ticket to Rome?
- Can I pay in cash/by credit card?
- What is the weather like in Greece this time of year?
- How much would a holiday in the USA cost?
- What is the best type of resort to go to in France?
- What does the price include?
- What about transport to and from the airport? etc

b. Suggested answers

When I go to a hotel or holiday resort, it is important for me to find a clean, comfortable room with an en-suite bathroom. The staff must be helpful and friendly. It is also important for me to find a good restaurant and a swimming pool in order to really enjoy my holiday.

I would complain to the manager of the hotel if the room service wasn’t efficient and if they didn’t change the bed linen and towels every day. I would also complain if a member of staff was rude to me.

3 Suggested answers

1 In the first picture there is a boy playing baseball. In the second picture there is a girl playing the flute and a boy playing the piano. The boy in the first picture is doing something athletic, whereas the children in the second picture are doing something artistic.

I think that both of the extra-curricular activities are important for different reasons. It is important for children to be active and exercise because it helps them keep fit and healthy. It is also a way to release stress and balance mental work that is required from their other courses with some physically demanding activity. Music lessons, on the other hand, are also important because they allow children to develop their creativity and discover their artistic talents. It is hard to say which activity is the most interesting, as I believe that it depends on the individual child and his/her own personal interests.

2 In the first picture there is a class of students sitting in a circle around the room. In the second picture there is a class of students sitting at their desks, facing the front of the classroom and listening to their teacher. I think that the first picture shows a lesson in which the students are encouraged to get involved, whereas the second picture shows a lesson in which students are expected to be quiet and listen to the teacher.

The seating arrangement in the first picture is clearly more student-oriented, as the students are sitting in a circle. This means that they can all see each other and it is therefore easier for them to participate in class discussions. They feel more comfortable and relaxed, whereas in the second picture the seating arrangement is teacher-oriented and does not cater to an interactive lesson; students feel that they should be quiet and let the teacher do all the talking.

3 The first picture shows students having an exam in the classroom. The second picture shows a student doing an experiment in a science lab at school. In the first picture the students seem quite stressed. In the second picture the student is enjoying the lesson and is interested in what is happening.
I think that performing experiments is the best way to learn because students remember information if they have played an active role in finding out that information. Taking a test is not as effective because it is a passive form of learning and students often forget the answers to the test questions as soon as they leave the classroom. Also, tests make students stressed, so they find it harder to learn.

4 Suggested answer

In my country, children start school at the age of five and they have to attend school until they are sixteen, which means that eleven years of education are compulsory. However, many students continue their education until they are eighteen or twenty-one. After leaving school, you can get a job, go to college in order to learn a trade or get further qualifications, or go to university and study for a degree.

5 A
1. south
2. narrow
3. cafés
4. restaurants

5. traffic
6. sightseeing
7. Cathedral
8. 2 million

B
1. north
2. town
3. cobbled
4. Centre
5. more than a thousand years

6 Destination: Marbella, Spain
Date: End of May
No. of people: 4
No. of rooms: 2
Cost per person: £350
Price includes: transport to airport, flights, half-board
Payment: by credit card

7 1 A 2 A 3 B 4 A

8 1 F 3 F 5 F
2 T 4 F 6 F

1 The customer complains because his room hasn’t been cleaned and his bed hasn’t been made.
3 The customer complains about missing breakfast because they failed to give him his wake-up call.
4 The customer’s attitude is unfriendly.
5 The customer says that he will expect to pay less if the service does not improve.
6 The receptionist is unfriendly and uninterested in his problems.

9 1 E 2 D 3 B 4 C 5 A

10 1 T 2 F 3 F 4 T 5 T 6 T

2 There are several options for students when they reach the age of sixteen.
3 King’s School Canterbury has a good reputation.

11 1 early in the morning 5 rugby
2 around midday 6 indoor sports centre
3 tennis 7 music
4 rowing 8 drama lessons

12 1 sightseeing 8 transport
2 hotel 9 departure
3 travel 10 book
4 trip 11 airport
5 destination 12 tourist
6 vacation 13 travel agency
7 journey 14 accommodation

Name of travel agency: Holidays Abroad

13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OFFERING HELP</th>
<th>ASKING FOR HELP/MAKING A REQUEST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can I help you?</td>
<td>Could you …?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Let me carry that.</td>
<td>I was wondering if I could borrow this.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shall I do that?</td>
<td>Can I have …?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there anything I can do?</td>
<td>Can you tell me …?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
14 a. Suggested answers

Subjects: Drama, Music, English, History, Computer Studies, Maths, Science
Extra-curricular activities: drama club, school magazine, sports club, swimming club
Facilities: computer room, gym, swimming pool, science lab, library
Technology: modern computer equipment
Staff-pupil relationship: friendly and kind staff who treat the students with respect

A: Well, firstly, the ideal educational system for me would be one where there is no Science on the school curriculum. I would only study subjects I enjoy, like Drama and Music.

B: That sounds good. I hate Science and I don’t like Maths, either. I’d like to study English, though, because I like watching English films and reading English books.

C: I’m afraid I can’t agree with you. Maths is very important. In the first place, we all need to know Maths in order to use money. Furthermore, learning Maths helps us to think logically. In my opinion, it is important to have Science lessons, too. We need to learn about the world around us.

A: Well, I don’t really think you’re right about the Science lessons, but I do think we should learn History. It’s a good idea to know what has happened in the past because it helps us understand our country and our culture.

B: Yes, that’s a good point. I think we should have Computer Studies as well because these days you can’t get a job if you don’t have computer skills.

C: I couldn’t agree with you more. Now, what about extra-curricular activities? I feel that we should have drama club so that we can put on plays for the other students. I’d also like to have a school magazine because I love writing articles.

A: Yes, you’re absolutely right. We should have sports clubs too because we need to keep fit. A swimming club would be great.

B: I agree with you. So our school would not only have to have a good gym, but also a swimming pool.

C: There should be a computer room with all the latest computer equipment, a library and a state-of-the-art science lab, too.

A: What about the staff? I don’t want to have strict teachers who shout all the time.

B: You’re quite right. The teachers should be friendly and kind and they should treat us with respect.

C: Wow! That sounds like the perfect school to me!

b. Suggested answer

We have decided that our ideal educational system would involve learning Drama, Music, English, History, Computer Studies, Maths and Science. We would also take part in extra-curricular activities such as drama club, a school magazine, sports clubs and a swimming club. Our school would need to have good facilities, including a computer room, a gym, a swimming pool, a library and a science lab. Finally, the teachers would be friendly and kind and would treat us with respect.

15 1 little 5 of 9 be
2 be 6 in 10 which
3 often 7 does 11 been
4 up 8 for 12 the

16 1 Can I help you
2 What room number
3 I’ll see that somebody
4 I also asked for
5 I’ll see that doesn’t happen
6 Could you do that for me
7 Let’s hope we can improve it

17 1 King’s
2 concerts
3 exhibition
4 performances
5 picnic
6 friends
7 strawberries
8 sunshine
18 Suggested answer
A: Is there anything the matter, madam?
B: Yes. My bed has not been made.
A: I’m sorry, madam. I’ll ask the maid to do it straight away.
B: Well, that’s not all, actually. The service is very slow and the porter is very rude.
A: Oh, I’m terribly sorry, madam. I’ll talk to him and ask him to be more polite.
B: Also, my breakfast was cold this morning.
A: Oh, dear. I’ll make sure it is hot tomorrow morning.
B: And one more thing. The advertisement said that the hotel has a pool and a gym, but these facilities are non-existent. I expect a reduction in my bill.
A: I’ll see what I can do, madam.
B: I do hope so.

19 Suggested answer
Destination: Florence, Italy
Date: Beginning of June
No. of people: 2
No. of rooms: 1
Cost per person: £400
Price includes: transport to airport, flights, full-board
Payment: by credit card

A: Hello, I’d like to book a holiday, please.
B: Certainly. Where were you thinking of going?
A: Well, we’d like to go somewhere in Italy. Where would you recommend?
B: How about Florence? It’s very beautiful there.
A: Yes, that sounds nice.
B: When would you like to go?
A: At the beginning of June.
B: And how many people will be going?
A: Two, just me and my wife, so we’ll only need one room.
B: Right.
A: Can you tell me how much it will cost per person?
B: Well, that will be about £400 each. That’s £800 in total.
A: And what does that include?
B: That includes transport to the airport, flights and full-board in the hotel.
A: OK, can I pay by credit card?
B: Of course.
A: Great. Can I take the brochure and discuss it with my wife?
B: Yes, that’s fine.
A: Thank you for your help.
B: You’re welcome.

20 Suggested answers
- A: I was wondering if I could borrow your new CD. I’d love to listen to it.
  B: Certainly. Keep it for as long as you like.
- A: Let me help you carry that wood. It looks quite heavy. You could injure your back.
  B: OK, thanks. That’s very kind of you.
- A: Excuse me. Can you tell me how much the beef is, please?
  B: It’s twelve euros a kilo.
A: Thanks. I’d like 1½ kilos, please.

Module 3: Let’s have fun

1 1 historical 5 western
2 comedy 6 horror
3 cartoon 7 action
4 science-fiction

Suggested answers
1 A: Do you enjoy historical films?
   B: Yes, I do. I find them interesting.
2 A: Do you enjoy comedies?
   B: Yes, I do. I find them funny.
3 A: Do you enjoy cartoons?
   B: Yes, I do. I find them entertaining.
4 A: Do you enjoy science-fiction films?
   B: Yes, I do. I find them thrilling.
5 A: Do you enjoy westerns?
   B: No, I don’t. I find them boring.
6 A: Do you enjoy horror films?
   B: No, I don’t. I find them scary.
7 A: Do you enjoy action films?
   B: Yes, I do. I find them thrilling.
2 a. A mobile phone  F handheld organiser
    B remote control  G laptop
    C tape recorder  H video camera
    D CD  I light bulb
    E DVD player

b. Suggested answers
A The mobile phone has provided us with a way to keep in touch with friends and family (e.g. talk with them, send text messages) no matter where we are, especially in case of an emergency.
B The remote control has made watching TV, listening to music, etc easier as we do not have to walk up to the device to change the channel/track etc.
C The tape recorder has enabled us to record things easily.
D The CD has given us better quality music recordings.
E The DVD player has enabled us to play films.
F The handheld organiser has helped us store addresses, birthdays, appointments, etc.
G The laptop has given us the opportunity to access documents and send e-mails from wherever we are.
H The video camera has given us the ability to record family events and special occasions.
I The light bulb has helped us change our daily schedules as we no longer have to rely solely on natural light to see.

8 1 They filmed the setting.
   2 They filmed the reporter.
   3 They mixed the shots of the setting and the reporter.
   4 They added some unusual shots of the setting to make it look spooky.
   5 They added some sound effects.

9 1 A, C  2 B  3 D  4 D
10 1 D  2 C  3 C  4 B  5 A
11 1 b  2 a  3 a  4 b  5 b
12 1 d  4 i  7 a  10 h
   2 k  5 c  8 j  11 e
   3 f  6 g  9 b

13 Suggested answers
Making arrangements
A: Hello, Fiona. It’s Kathy.
B: Hi, Kathy. How are you?
A: Fine, thanks. I’m in town shopping. Actually, I was wondering what you were doing on Saturday night.
B: Saturday night? Nothing. Why?
A: Well, a new restaurant has just opened on Silver Street so would you like to go for a meal?
B: I’d love to. Why don’t we book a table for 8 o’clock?
A: Great. Let’s meet inside the restaurant around 8.
B: OK. See you then. Bye.
A: Bye-bye.

Making excuses
A: Kathy, I’m so sorry I’m late.
B: What happened to you?
A: I missed the train.
B: Well, why didn’t you take a taxi?
A: I tried but it’s such a busy time with everyone going out that I couldn’t find one. And I had to wait half an hour for the next train.
B: Anyway, we have lost our table now. And the restaurant is full.
A: Look, I’ll go and see if we can get a table later.
B: OK, then.
Module 4: Busy people

1. police officer
2. florist
3. waitress
4. businessman
5. doctor
6. cameraman
7. electrician

Suggested answers
2. I think you have to be creative to be a florist. It's an interesting job, but it can also be a little poorly-paid.
3. I think you have to be polite to be a waitress. It's not a well-paid job and it is also very tiring.
4. I think you have to be efficient and hard-working to be a businessman. It's a well-paid job, but it can be stressful.
5. I think you have to be dedicated, hard-working and efficient to be a doctor. It's a satisfying and well-paid job, but it is also stressful and tiring as doctors are often overworked.
6. I think you have to be creative to be a cameraman. It's a challenging job.
7. I think you have to be practical to be an electrician. It's a well-paid job, but it can be boring.

2. Suggested answers
Interviewer:
What qualifications do you have?
Are you prepared to work overtime/shifts?
What are your strengths/weaknesses?
Do you have your CV with you? etc

You:
What are the working hours for this position?
Will I have to work/be paid for working overtime?
What are the job requirements?
What is/How much is the salary? etc

3. Suggested answers
There are various safety measures which can be taken to prevent burglaries. We can fit secure locks and burglar alarms in our homes, or even have security cameras installed. Another idea is to keep all valuable items in a safe.

A 1. I think that fitting secure locks on doors and windows is the most important way of making your house ‘burglar-proof’, as secure locks will prevent burglars from breaking in.
B 4. I think that getting a safe is not very important. Burglars who can break into your house will find it quite easy to open a safe, and if they cannot open it, they will simply steal it and open it later. Also, you can’t keep all your valuable possessions in a safe – burglars will still be able to steal your TV, computer, home cinema, etc.
C 3. I think that having a dog is a good way of making your house ‘burglar-proof’ because burglars will be scared off when the dog barks.
D 2. I think that installing CCTV is a very good way of making your house ‘burglar-proof’, as burglars will be afraid of being filmed.

b. Suggested answer
The most common crimes in the area where I live are burglary and theft. I think that crime could be prevented if there were more police officers patrolling the streets and more CCTV cameras in town centres. There should also be better street lighting so that it’ll be harder for criminals to commit crimes without being seen.

4. 1. Business manager – efficient, careful
2. Photographer – patient, creative
3. Policeman – fit, observant

5. a. Applicant’s name: George Miller
Where saw advert: Cambridge Evening News
Relevant experience: catering manager at a large hotel
Reason for applying: wants to pursue a more professional, advanced career
Working hours for the post: 9-5:30, Monday-Friday, occasional weekends

b. 1 F 3 T 5 F 7 T
2 F 4 T 6 F
1 Clare Jenkins can’t remember where she saw the advert for the job. She says that she maybe saw it in the local newspaper or a friend told her about it.

2 Clare has a CV, but she doesn’t have it with her; she left it on the train.

5 Clare left her previous job because she found her former employer very irritating and she didn’t like the way she criticised her for silly little things such as being about five minutes late for work.

6 She asks if it would be possible for her to start work late in the mornings.

6 **Strengths:** reliable, loyal, hard-working

**Weaknesses:** nervous, not good at working with others, often late

7 1 b 3 a 5 b 7 b

2 a 4 a 6 a 8 b

8 1 a 2 b 3 c

9 1 A 3 B 5 C (debatable)

2 A, C 4 B

10 1 house 3 kitchen 5 off

2 minute 4 burnt/burned 6 phone

11 1 burglar 5 murderer 9 hijacker

2 theft 6 kidnapper’s 10 mugger

3 robberies 7 assassinated

4 stolen 8 arsonist

12 1 C theft 3 A arson

2 – burglary 4 B hijack

**Suggested answer**

In the past month, seven houses in the area have been broken into, and over £14,000 worth of property has been stolen. Police suspect that the crimes have all been committed by the same people and are urging the public to come forward with any information which may help them catch the criminals.

13 1 would look after 4 take

2 had been 5 will certainly take

3 would you have done 6 there is

14 **Suggested answer**

A: Have you ever had an accident?
B: Yes, I have. I feel off my motorbike once.
A: Really? When did it happen?
B: Last year.
A: Where did it happen?
B: On the A245 between Dorking and Freeton.
A: How did it happen?
B: A car jumped a red light and turned out of a side road in front of me. I swerved to avoid it and fell off my bike.
A: How did it turn out in the end?
B: Oh, it was OK. I had a few cuts and scratches and my arm hurt for a few days, but I didn’t break any bones.
A: That’s good.

15 1 a 2 b 3 a 4 a

16 a. 1 advert 6 previous

2 CV 7 advanced

3 experience 8 business manager

4 relevant 9 working hours

5 organised 10 overtime

b. 1 applied 5 absent

2 strengths 6 off

3 reliable 7 recommend

4 gets on with

17 A When? – About a year ago

Where? – On the road

How? – Cycled into car door which opened in front of him – went over handle bars

What next? – Went to hospital – they did X-rays and put his neck in a brace for a few days

In the end? – Had a bit of a stiff neck, but was fine
When? – When he was about 9
Where? – On a skiing holiday
How? – Hit a ski jump wrong – landed badly
What next? – Broke his leg just below the knee
In the end? – Went to hospital – leg in plaster for six weeks – after that was OK

Ss’ own answers

18 1 Oh, could you please connect me to the fire department?
2 Yes, please, I’d like to report a fire.
3 Right next door to my house.
4 My name’s Howard Downing of 20 Southern Court.
5 No, not really, but there’s smoke coming out of the kitchen window, so I guess the neighbours left, forgetting to turn off their cooker.
6 No, but it hasn’t spread to the rest of the house, so it can’t have been very long.
7 Thank you very much.

19 Suggested answer

Applicant’s name: Nathan Stevenson
Strengths: responsible, creative, very imaginative
Weaknesses: a bit forgetful at times

A: Hello. I’m calling about a Nathan Stevenson.
B: Oh, yes. What about him?
A: Well, he’s applied for a job with us.
B: Oh, really?
A: Yes. What would you say his strengths were?
B: Well, he’s responsible, creative and very imaginative.
A: Great. And what were his weaknesses?
B: Hmm. I think he’s a bit forgetful at times.
A: I see. Would you recommend him to us?
B: Of course. He would be a great help to your company.
A: Thanks for your help.
B: No problem. If there’s anything else I can help you with, just call.
A: Thank you. Goodbye.
B: Goodbye.

20 Suggested answer

A: Well, what do you think happened?
B: Well, it looks as though the red car was approaching the zebra crossing and a motorbike was coming round the roundabout.
A: Yes. I think the driver of the blue lorry was trying to overtake the red car. It pushed the red car out of the way and the red car crashed into the lamppost.
B: Then it looks as though the blue lorry drove across the zebra crossing and knocked the motorcyclist off his motorbike.
A: Who do you think caused the accident?
B: The driver of the blue lorry clearly caused the accident because he wasn’t driving carefully.
A: That’s right. He didn’t care about anyone else on the road.

21 A car crash  B fire

Suggested answer

A: 999. How may I help you?
B: Good morning. Could you connect me to the police, please?
A: Certainly. Hold on, please.
C: Police. Can we be of any assistance?
B: Yes. I’d like to report a car accident.
C: Where exactly did it happen?
B: 32 Maple Lane.
C: Right. Do you know the cause of the accident?
B: I’m not quite sure, but I think one of the cars drove straight into the opposite lane.
C: Are there any injured parties?
B: No. Everyone’s fine!
C: OK. Could I please have your name and a telephone number?
B: Of course. Fredrick Combs. 01753692343.
C: Thank you very much, sir. The police are on their way as we speak.
B: Thank you.
Module 5: In action

1  snail  4  fly  7  worm
2  mosquito  5  spider  8  ant
3  bee  6  locust

Ss’ own answers

2  Ss’ own answers

3  Ss’ own answers

4  windsurfing  4  skiing
2  scuba diving  5  paragliding
3  baseball  6  kayaking

Ss’ own answers

5  Ss’ own answers

6  Suggested answers
A  Drinking lots of water helps you cleanse your system.
B  Working out with weights helps you build muscle.
C  Aerobic exercise helps you burn calories and keep slim.
D  Eating salads helps keep you healthy and prevents disease.
E  Swimming is a good way to exercise; it doesn’t put a lot of stress on your body and it is a form of exercise appropriate for all ages.

I drink lots of water, do aerobic exercise and eat salads. I also take long walks.

7  a.  The main road was closed because of high flood water.
2  d  The town was cut in two by a major earthquake.
3  d  The town was cut in two by a major earthquake.
4  f  Houses were torn down by a hurricane.
5  e  Boat passengers’ lives were put in peril when a storm broke out.
6  b  The town was led to darkness by a massive thunderbolt.

b. Suggested answer
I have experienced heavy rain which flooded my city. Everything was covered in water. Cars couldn’t move and basement flats flooded. A lot of property was destroyed.

8  Rain: downpour, shower, flood, drizzle, storm, torrential rain
Snow: blizzard, hail, sleet, snowdrifts, snowfall, flakes
Sun: sunshine, heatwave, blazing sun
Wind: howling, breeze, hurricane, tornado, gale

Suggested answers
A major downpour resulted in the flooding of many basements in the area. Temperatures hit a high of 41°C during the heatwave. Authorities announced that a tornado was approaching the town. etc

9  1  c  2  d  3  a  4  e  5  b
10  1  T  2  F  3  T  4  T  5  T  6  F
2  Hurricanes do not strike Britain often./Hurricanes usually occur in tropical zones.
6  It took many weeks to recover from the damage done by the hurricane.

11  1  F  2  T  3  F  4  T  5  F  6  F
12  1  gentle  4  gym  7  mood
2  indoor  5  running  8  massage
3  pace  6  exercise
13  1  safety  3  techniques  5  looks
2  priority  4  experience  6  cool
14  1  book  3  two  5  £5.80
2  now  4  great
15  1  Trees were ripped out of the ground and many houses were damaged by the hurricane.
2  All the climbers that were trapped in the avalanche have been rescued by rescue workers.
3 More showers are expected in the coming days.
4 Oklahoma City was hit by a tornado yesterday.
5 It is said that the heatwave is likely to continue.

16 1 a 2 a 3 b 4 b

17 1 help me 4 miles from here
  2 problem 5 give us directions
  3 way 6 get into town

18 1 T 2 F 3 F 4 T 5 F 6 T

2 Sizewell is on the east coast of England.
3 There used to be a lot of noise and dirt at Sizewell.
5 Scientists and precision engineers work at Sizewell.

19 Suggested answer
A: Excuse me. Could you please tell me how to get to the Sheraton Hotel?
B: The Sheraton Hotel? My, you’re certainly lost. That’s miles from here!
A: Really? Can you tell me how to get there from here?
B: Sure, you need to turn right at the next turning and turn back. After about 300 metres you’ll see a road on your left. Take that road and go straight for about 4 miles. You’ll see the Town Hall in front of you. The Sheraton is opposite the Town Hall.
A: OK, thank you very much.
B: You’re welcome!

20 Suggested answer
A: Can I help you at all?
B: I’d like to book a tennis court, please.
A: Would that be for now?
B: No, actually, for 4 pm.
A: I can put you on court four at 4 pm. Is that OK?
B: Court four would be great, thank you.
A: That’s £7.40 then, please. Thank you.